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MESSAGE FROM THE
BOARD CHAIRPERSON

Finally, the dream has an existence now, with the start of ZamZam bank as the first full-fledged interest 
free bank in the country. We have started our journey with the desire to serve the people who are 
excluded from financing service due to the religious principle with the modern art of technology, com-
mitted board members and experienced managements and employees.
We want to make the banking a “sustainable source of growth”, which is our motto. We want to 
contribute in the economic development of our country. Approximately 65% of total population in Ethi-
opia has come under banking due to many reasons. So, the maximum portion is still far away from 
banking.
Let me state our “Vision”. ZamZam’s vision is tobecome the leading shari’ah compliant and all inclu-
sivebank in Africa by 2030. Our “Mission” is also committed to demonstrate Shari’ah principles in 
harnessing sustainable financial resources, being a model of excellence through digitization and com-
petent work force to realize our stakeholder’s values. Our ultimate aim has been always to establish a 
full-fledged interest free bank that would offer a shari’ah compliant banking service and this bank is 
now a reality.
This bank has started its real journey today with “state of the art technology” to facilitate its potential 
customers feeling convenience and best customer experience. This is the first interest free bank in the 
country to start with fully shari’ah complied bank captioning the name, “ZamZam Bank”.

We are not looking at making profit only; we are to serve the society. Our customer service relation 
activities will be done in such a way so that it will cover maximum portion of people in the society. 
I thank all the stakeholders of ZamZam for keeping their extended support throughout and also for 
accompany in this journey of inaugurating our first shari’ah based bank. I am also grateful to the NBE 
for their proper guidance to arrive at this remarkable date of the bank’s inauguration. I am thanking the 
management and employees of the bank for their continuous and relentless hard work giving to make 
the bank a reality. Finally, I want to assure our valued potential clients that they will get the best possi-
ble shari’ah based banking services with honesty, integrity, efficiency and dedication.

DR. NASIR DINO
BOD Chairperson
ZamZam Bank S.C

On behalf of the members of Board of Directors, shareholders and 
myself, it is with great pleasure that I welcome you to our new and 
first full-fledged interest free bank of the country through which we 
aim to deliver shari’ah complied banking service. Since its inception 
as the first shari’ah compliant bankof the country, we have ma aged 
to collect sound paid capital of Birr 876 Million and subscribed
capital of Birr 1.6 billion from around 11,000 shareholders. It was my 
dream to establish a fully shari’ah complied bank in my countr
Ethiopia.
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 Moreover, we have managed to prepare our five years’ corporate strategy, the roadmap, policies and 
frameworks to attain the bank’s vision “To be the Leading Sharia’h Compliant and All - Inclusive 
Bank in Africa by the Year 2030”. All in all, we have successfully positioned ourselves to render the 
long awaited Full-fledged Interest Free Banking service using Sharia’h certified modern core banking 
solution starting from the day one of our operation. We are aiming to reach customers through our 
networked branches, digital services & fin-tech solutions with a commitment to be a pace setter in the 
market as it is mentioned in our mission statement.
We at ZamZam, always believe in integrating social responsibility in our everyday business by partici-
pating in activities targeted to the various segments of the community. Even during the first year of our 
operation, we are going to generate employment opportunities for over 670 employees and we are 
aiming to recruit over 4,200 work force at the end of our first strategic period. We are guided by Shar-
ia’h principles and our Sharia’h Council ensures that we continue to offer fully Sharia’h compliant bank-
ing products & services across all spectrums. We will give due attention to provide our potential 
customers with differentiated and advanced banking products to meet the evolving customer’s needs.
Finally seizing the opportunity, I would like to express my gratitude to all our stakeholders for their 
patience and confidence on us and above all, our shareholders who invested their time & money to 
reach to this stage. Likewise, I would like to extend my heartfelt appreciation to ZamZam Bank Board 
of Directors for their tireless effort & the enormous contribution they made starting from the inception 
to its current stage. Also my sincere appreciation goes to the National Bank of Ethiopia for the guid-
ance & the unreserved support they made during the entire process. Last but not least, I would like to 
appreciate all ZamZam Bank staffs for their dedication & the marvelous job they did to make it happen. 
Together, we will look forward to many years of success.

MELIKA BEDRI
Chief Executive Officer
ZamZam Bank S.C

MESSAGE FROM
THE CEO
On behalf of ZamZam Bank management, employees and myself, I am 

delighted to announce the commencement of our bank’s operation as 

the first Full-fledged Interest free Bank to our country and I am hon-

ored for being the founding CEO of the historic ZamZam Bank.

Since we have formally assumed the office in November 2020, we as a 

team, have exerted all effort to successfully complete the NBE’s regu-

latory requirements & we have succeeded in that. Also, many achieve-
ments have been registered within short period of time in terms of 
organizing a pool of competent staffs, including well experienced 
veteran bankers and young professionals, who are determined to serve 

their customers with utmost passion & dedication. 
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PUBLIC
FEELINGS
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ZamZam Bank, the first Full-fledged Interest Free Bank in 
Ethiopia, officially announces commencement of its opera-
tion today. The National Bank of Ethiopia would like to con-
gratulate ZamZam Bank, as it becomes the historic bank in 
this new banking service. Since you have succeeded to 
achieve your objectives, we would once again, congratulate 
all parties for your effort and participation for years at various 
levels and different ways to organize Interest Free Banking 
Service as part of the Economy and Finance. Solomon Desta

V/Governor, Financial
Institutions Supervision

National Bank of Ethiopia

ZamZam Bank is history in the making, the first Full-fledged 
Interest Free Bank opening in Ethiopia. What made this bank 
interesting to me is their key objective of being all inclusive. 
What does this mean? This bank is taking special interest in 
ensuring that people from all walks of life are welcomed and 
served, not only Muslims. By hiring top-notch experts in the 
industry, ZamZam Bank wants to provide its customers with 
unparalleled customer service using the best technology 
available. I look forward to seeing ZamZam Bank opening, 
running and flourishing!

Yasser Bagersh
CEO-Cactus advertising &

ZamZam Bank brand custodian

I would like to congratulate ZamZam family for this extraordi-
nary day. I would like to wish all members of the staff the best 
of luck in the next chapters of this journey. We are all lucky to 
have a very competent and visionary CEO, who has a proven 
track record in delivery and leadership. I would like to share 
a Bantu proverb "Patience is the mother of a beautiful 
child." Keep paving the way ZamZam!

W/o Hikmet Abdella
Director General - Accounting &

Audit Board of Ethiopia &
Former Vice Chairperson of ZamZam



THE LONG ROUGH
PATH TO INAUGURATION
ZamZam bank has been the very cause in bringing the concept of interest free banking 
in Ethiopia. However, it has been forced to pass on a rough path straggling hard for 
over a decade to see the fruits of its labor. Though the bank cannot provide the service 
itself due to regulatory restrictions it partly fulfils its objective opening the door for the 
public to get interest free banking services within conventional banks. This is a pride 
especially for the founders of the bank as their relentless effort has brought an impor-
tant milestone in the banking history of the country.

Now, with endless endurance of its founders and continuous concerted support of 
many people around, the bank finally manages to see its long awaited dream of serving 
the financially excluded community of the country. As the saying goes ‘when the going 
gets tough, the tough gets going’. At last we are now open to provide our uniquely 
flavored alternative banking services. We know that the journey is just started and we a 
long way is in front of us to effectively fulfil the demand of the community and satisfy 
their needs. This section of the bulletin is only to briefly show the background of the 
bank and should not be taken as we finish our journey.

As indicated earlier, a decade ago the Ethi-

opian banking industry has opened the 

gate to entertain a new alternative banking 

service called Interest Free Banking (IFB) 

(which commonly referred in other parts of 

the world as Islamic Banking or Riba Free 

Banking or Ethical Banking). The first initia-

tive to bring this type of banking service has 

been taken by the founders of Zamzam  

bank which was under formation at the time 

when the banking business proclamation of 

the country was under review by the rele-

vant government organ. 

“…As the saying goes

‘WHEN THE GOING GETS TOUGH,
THE TOUGH GETS GOING’…”
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Members of Zamzam achieved the incorporation of an article allowing the provision of 
IFB services in Ethiopia on the banking business proclamation (no 592) which has finally 
been issued in 2008. This proclamation provides the National Bank of Ethiopia (NBE) 
with the responsibility of issuing a directive to regulate this new form of business. Fol-
lowing the issuance of the proclamation Zamzam bank has proceeded with the forma-
tion process. Obtaining the permission from NBE it has managed to raise double of the 
then required minimum capital set for new banks from over 6,000 shareholders. 
Accordingly, on the first general assembly of shareholders a board of directors consti-
tuting nine members has been selected. Going through the necessary preparations 
required to establish the bank the board has waited for over a year to get the directive 
expected from NBE. The initial draft directives (three successive drafts) distributed by 
NBE to obtain feedbacks of banks (including those under formation like ZamZam) had
allowed the opening of full-fledged interest free banks. 

However, NBE finally issued a directive in September 2011 (SBB/51/2011) that only 
allows providing interest free banking services through dedicated windows in conven-
tional bank branches. As a result, the formation process of ZamZam, which was the initi-
ator in bringing this form of service to the Ethiopian market, could not be finalized. 
Since then the founding members have been presenting their appeal to high level gov-
ernment officials hoping that one day their dream will be realized. The challenges they 
have faced in the process is beyond what words can express and could not be covered 
in this brief inaugural bulletin. The impact of their struggle expands to the extent of 
affecting their business as well as their social and family lives. Thanks to the Almighty 
they now reach to this stage of witnessing the inauguration of the first interest free bank 
in Ethiopia.

“…THE CHALLENGES THEY HAVE FACED 
IN THE PROCESS IS BEYOND WHAT 

WORDS CAN EXPRESS AND COULD NOT 
BE COVERED IN THIS BRIEF INAUGURAL 

BULLETIN.”
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Finally, the repeated appeal has been taken positively by the government and a revised 
directive ref: SBB/72/19 that allows the long awaited opening of fullfledged interest 
free banks in Ethiopia has been issued by NBE in accordance with the issuance of 
revised banking proclamation number 1159/2019. As a result, ZamZam bank has rein-
stated its application and resumes the process of formation.
Within only four months from announcing the sale of shares the bank has managed to 
collect paid up capital close to Br. 900 million, which is almost double of the minimum
requirement set at time of application (i.e. Br. 500 million). On the other hand, the value 
of subscribed capital exceeded Br. 1.8 billion. Considering this spirit of hard work and 
close cooperation with stakeholders the bank is confident to fulfill the recently revised 
capital requirement of Br. 5 billion within the expected period of time. From the pro-
cess that the bank passed we can say that the name ZamZam exactly applies to it. 
ZamZam is the name of the spring water found in Mekka. It was originally given to 
‘Hajara’ (AS) and her son ‘Ismael’ (AS) from the Almighty while they were alone in the 
bare desert looking for life necessities striving for survival. It was not only a drinking 
water. Rather it has been serving them as alterative for all life necessities covering the 
place of like food, drink and medicine in response to their needs. It also became the 
reason for the establishment of one of today’s big cities of the globe i.e. Mekka. 

After some time the people who were made their 
settlements in the area for the very reason of 
obtaining water have rebelled and covered it while 
leaving the place. Its existence and benefits had 
been ignored for long by subsequent generations 
until its found back by the grandfather of our 
beloved prophet (SAW) being guided by the 
almighty via repeated dreams. Since then it contin-
ue generating water without fail for about one 
thousand  five hundred “….Like the spring it has 
an aspiration to fulfil many life requirements of the 
community while expanding its presence in the 

entire globe. 

“….LIKE THE SPRING IT HAS AN ASPIRATION TO 
FULFIL MANY LIFE REQUIREMENTS OF THE 

COMMUNITY WHILE EXPANDING ITS PRESENCE 
IN THE ENTIRE GLOBE.”
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OUR STRATEGIC
DIRECTIONS 
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VISION
“To be the Leading Sharia Compliant 

and All - Inclusive Bank in Africa by the 

Year 2030”

“We are committed to demonstrate 

Sharia principles in harnessing sustainable 

financial resources, being a model of 

excellence through digitalization and 

competent work force to realize our 

stakeholders values”

MISSION

Integrity •
Upholding Sharia principles •

Inclusiveness •
Service Excellence •

Innovativeness •
Professionalism •

Social Responsibility •

VALUES



At the initial general assembly, the shareholders have chosen eleven well educated 
and respected figures to undertake the responsibility of managing and controlling 
the activities of the bank. They have a diverse background that can help to effectively
run the bank. All have passed the fit and proper requirements of the National Bank of 
Ethiopia without any question. Their individual brief profile is summarized below. 

PROFILE OF BOARD
OF DIRECTORS

PhD in IT Software Engineering ; MSc in CS and B.Sc in
mathematics; PGD in Islamic Banking & Insurance

Qualification: 

IVLP – USA State Department Awardee in Leadership of
Business Development and others;

Award:

President, Co-founder & Associate Professor of S.E. at HiLCoE
Work Experience:

DR. NASIR DINO 
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Qualification:
Ba Degree in Political Science & international Studies.

Work Experience:
Served in Ministry of Foreign Affairs in different capacity, also 
in private and NGO. Served as Board member in ECX. Served 

as president of Coffee Export Association.

Vice board chairman
HUSSEIN AGRAW

PhD in Philology and sharia’h experts
MA Philology
BA foreign language and literature

Qualification: 

Over 20 years + in Education & Research, Public lecturer on 
Islamic issues, freelance
journalist, editor and translator of theological works

Work Experience:

DR ENDRIS MOHAMMED

BOD Chairperson



PHD in computer science
Qualification: 

20+ years in research and education
Work Experience:

Cybersecurity engineer at numerous International IT Research 
projects

Core Competence:

DR. AHMED HUSSEIN

MA in Project management and planning
Qualification: 

over 30 years experience in management, Trade and Industry 
regulation and advisory

Work Experience:

NUREDIN MOHAMMED 

Masters in business administration MBA, Post Graduate Diploma 
in Interest Free Banking and Finance,

Qualification: 

Over 10 years in bank management and consultancy, United 
Nations certified master trainer and certified management 
consultant 

Work Experience:

IT, Core Banking Solution, Personal and Business Development
Core Competence:

public organization management and leadership
Core Competence:

LEYLA NASSIR

BA in Economics
Qualification: 

15+ years of experience, 6 yeras in private sector
management & investment

Work Experience:

BIYA HAJI

Investment
Core Competence:
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BA in Management American University London
 MBA in Management Birmingham University 

Qualification: 

Accomplished senior-level executive with a 22 year track record of 
successful strategic and tactical leadership within the manufacturing, 

trade and logistics industry.

Work Experience:

SALHADIN KHALIFA ABDULKADIR

BSC in Telecom (ICT) management USA
Qualification: 

15+ years in network administration and high tech supply
management 

Work Experience:

Private sector management 
Core Competence:

NEDIM ABDUSEMA

Bsc in computer sc, MA Transformational leadership
and change

Qualification: 

13 years founder and manager of private school
Work Experience:

MEKANSELAM MOHAMMED

export business, Trainer on leadership, family parenting & 
youth empowerment

Core Competence:
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MBA candidate, MA candidate Islamic Finance Malaysia 
Qualification: 

13 years banking experience upto vice president position in 
private banks

Work Experience:

Banking Operations organizer
Core Competence:

JEMAL MUZEYN



ZamZam Bank has employed professional and competent staffs who have diversified knowl-

edge and rich experience in the banking industry. The Bank has succeeded in engaging veter-

an benkers who have proven track recocrd and young professionals determined to serve their 

customers with utmost passion and dedication to attain the Bank’s vision.

MANAGEMENT
MEMBERS

MELIKA BEDRI
CEO / President

KEDIR ABAS
Director of Business Strategy &

Innovations

SISAY GEBRU
Vice President of Corporate Services

KALID AHMED
Director of

Information Systems

GETACHEW YIMER
Director of

Finance and Accounts

KEDIR BEDEWI
Vice President of operations

HINDIA MOHAMMED
Director of

International Banking

SULTAN YUSUF
Director of Branch Banking
& Channels Management

MEKIYA DINO HASSEN
Director of HR &

Facilities Management

ERISTU KEMAL
Director of Finance

& Investment 

SEMIR TEKA
Director of Legal 

Service
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The Banking sector is undergoing a radical shift; a shift being driven by fastpaced 
technological advances, the spread of new product development, the growing of cus-
tomer needs, mounting regulation and compliance pressure. Enhancing the banking
service excellence through innovative products, efficient and quality customer service 
are the paramount activities that banks need to carry out to ensure better achieve-
ments of their vision, mission and strategic objectives.
Thus, ZamZam as the first Interest Free Bank in Ethiopia, will introduce products that 
will be fully governed by Shari’ah requirements and hence the Bank should earn and 
build public trust and customers’ confidence.

OUR PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES 
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A. RESOURCE MOBILIZATION 
Deposits are the main source of funds, which are used to derive income for the 
bank. The deposit products in Interest Free Banking are fully governed by Shari’ah 
principles. ZamZam will introduce investment & deposit products and services in the 
form of investments, savings, demand, time deposits and other Shari’ah compliance 
products.
The investment deposits in which ZamZam Shares profit and loss from investments 
with its customers (investors) mainly consists saving Mudarabah accounts and fixed 
term Mudarabah deposits. Various Wadiah types of saving deposit products and 
Amanah demand deposits will be also introduced in the Bank. The major deposit 
products are described as follows:



This type of account is a trust agreement where the Bank keeps funds of depositors 
who want to place their funds under safe custody without any benefit. It is opened by 
customers for unspecified period of time for the purpose of safekeeping.
The bank will launch different types of Wadiah deposit products and hence these 
deposit products can be summarized as follows:

A. Regular Wadiah Saving Account
B. Wadiah Almerah Saving Account
C. Wadiah Atea’lim Saving account
D. Wadiah Mahr Saving Account
E. ZamZam Safebox Wadiah Saving
F. Wadiah Labbaik saving Account
G. Wadiah Waqf Saving Account
H. Wadiah Zakat Saving Account

1. WADIAH DEPOSIT TYPES

Qard account is opened for unspecified period and operated by Cheques.
This account includes:
i. Regular Qard Accounts; and
ii. Qard Diaspora Accounts

2. QARD (CHEQUE) ACCOUNTS

This is an investment account where customers deposit money for unspecified period 
of time and he/she will share both the profit and loss based on the pre agreed ratio 
after deploying the fund in any permissible activities chosen by the bank.
These Mudarabah accounts include:
i. Regular Mudarabah Savings;
ii. Mudarabah Almerah Savings;
iii. Mudarabah Atea’lim Savings;
iv. Mudarabah Children Savings;
v. Mudarabah Nikah Savings;
vi. Mudarabah EID Savings;
vii. Diaspora Mudarabah Savings;
viii. Mudarabah Fixed Investment
Deposits ranging from 3 Months up to 24 Months; and
ix. Negotiable Mudarabah Fixed Investment Accounts.

3. MUDARABAH DEPOSITS
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ZamZam Bank intended to gradually introduce all types of Interest Free financing 
products, which can be largely be categorized into three, as:
A. Equity (direct ownership) such as Mudarabah, Musharakah and Sukuk.
B. Trading (buying & selling) such as Murabahah, Salam and Istisna,
C. Leasing (giving an asset or service out on rent) such as Ijarah.

FINANCING AND
INVESTMENT PRODUCTS

It is a type of Shari’ah mode financing whereby the Bank (lessor), leases out the identi-
fied asset such as vehicles, building, machinery and equipments etc, either purchased 
or manufactured or constructed, to a customer (lessee) at an agreed rental payment 
and lease period.

2. IJARAH

This financing product is used for financing to all sectors in the form of:
   o working capital,
   o purchase of goods/real assets,
   o Export and Import trade,
   o Purchase of Raw materials,
   o Merchandise facility,
   o Partial project financing and so on.

Types of Murabahah Financing include:
   o Murabahah Term Financing:
   o Murabahah Merchandise Facility;
   o Murabahah Revolving Financing Facility;
   o Murabahah L/C Financing;
   o Murabahah pre-shipment;
   o Murabahah Post-shipment Financing;
   o Commodity Murabahah;
   o Motor Vehicle Murabahah Financing;
   o Murabahah for purchase of building and Business Establishments;
   o Murabahah Agricultural Input Financing;
   o Murabahah Commercial Farming Term Financing; and
   o Construction Machinery Murabahah Financing.

1. MURABAHAH
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It is a contract of sale of specified properties/assets to be manufactured or construct-
ed with an obligation on the part of the Bank/seller to deliver them to the buyer / cus-
tomer /purchaser upon completion as per the agreed complete specifications of the 
goods/ assets/ services or manufactured items, sales price, date and place of delivery. 

3. ISTISNA’

• It is a type of Shari’ah mode of financing through which the Bank pays the full
   contract price of goods/commodities in advance at the time of contract.
• It is used for the purchase of goods/commodities that will be delivered by the
   supplier at a specified time/date in the future.
• Farmers/producers/manufacturer of goods/ commodities who produce tradable     
   products on market are eligible for Bai Salam financing.

4. BAI’ SALAM

It is a type of partnership financing between the Bank and the customer(s) in which
profits and losses are shared among them according to a pre-determined formula

5. MUSHARAKAH

The customer is required to request the bank of his/her/its letter of credit require-
ments and negotiate the terms of reference for Musharaka financing. The  customer 
takes possession of the goods and disposes of them in the manner astipulated in the 
agreement and the net profits are distributed among the partners in the agreed pro-
portion and any loss is shared in the same proportion as the actual capital contribu-
tion. 

6. MUSHARAKA LETTER OF CREDIT

• It is a kind of partnership in which a bank gives money to another (Mudarib) for 
investing in commercial enterprises. The profits generated are distributed on a
predetermined ratio while the loss is assumed by the investor in money terms and 
management in service provided/ effort terms.
• The business activities of Mudarabah shall be carried out exclusively by the
customer within the framework of mandate given in the Mudarabah agreement.

7. MUDARABAH
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It is financing type to be extended to Individual that want to build, purchase, reno-
vate, or expand existing residential building and/or to construct Fence against the 
property to be purchased or constructed. 

8. PERSONAL FINANCINGS
HOUSING PERSONAL FINANCING

This financing is granted for acquisition of brand new or used Automobiles for cus-
tomers. This type of financing shall also include automobile Financing to employee of 
other institutions. 

VEHICLE PERSONAL FINANCING
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The other type of business that the bank will involve in is international banking, which 
incorporates the mobilization of hard currency and its subsequent usage. The bank 
has a plan to create corresponding bank relationship with most of the known 
full-fledged Islamic banks operating in the global environment. Dealing with interna-
tional conventional banks having vast exposure in the Ethiopian external trade is also
considered. The International Banking Services of the Bank includes:

• Trade Services,
   o Import and Export Letters of Credit (L/C)
   o Import and Export Cash against Document (CAD)
   o Import and Export Advance payment (TT)
• Foreign Transfer Services,
• Forex Services,
• Remittance Services, and
• Foreign currency account opening.

C. INTERNATIONAL BANKING 
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ZamZam bank plans to provide all banking services currently available in the market 
with its special focus for digitization while maintaining Shari’ah principles in all its 
operation. 
Accordingly, in addition to the above major products the bank will also provide the 
following services to its customers. 

D. OTHER BANKING SERVICES

• Kafalah (Guarantee)
• Technology based payment

  SERVICES LIKE;

o Mobile banking      o Agent banking       o Internet banking       o Card banking

Office Telephone Number: 0115582308
Email: info@Zamzambank.com
Website: WWW.ZamZambank.com
Facebook: ZamZam Bank
ዘምዘም ባንክ
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